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the knowledge Market 
the knowledge economy is one of major stakes in the xxith century. Currently at the embryonic stage, 
it brings two players together: those who create knowledge and those who innovate. in 2016, both 
demonstrated a world-wide efficiency, with more than 1,568,280 registered scientific publications and 
about 240,000 filed patents. despite this, access to knowledge remains difficult for many innovative 
parties, in particular for the three following reasons:

•	 Difficulties in understanding each other, in speaking the same language between trades, research 
and fields of application; 

•	 Ignorance of the richness and specificities of the world of knowledge ;

•	 Lack of visibility  of knowledge creators. this last point is made obvious in 2017: everyone has heard 
of  elon Musk while few will remember the name of one of the three winners of the nobel prize in physics 
2017;

•	 these obstacles result in the feeling that, with a few exceptions, these two worlds remain too far appart 
in today’s economy. exceptions mainly made up of big players in innovation that can forge strong links 
with the knowledge creators. 

 

position of 
knowledge and 
innovation players 
as a function of 
their creation or 
consumption of 
knowledge.

the ease of access to all knowledge appears to be one of the pillars of an efficient knowledge economy 
and represents one of the main challenges in the coming years. the economic stakes for developed 
countries can be estimated in billions of dollars of gdp as well as millions of jobs. northern economies, 
in particular european states, wish to embrace this economic model of the 21st century and are led to 
question the causes of the economic success of the small nordic nations (finland, norway, denmark, etc.) 
and Switzerland.

in 2015, of the $ 1.9 trillion spent on r & d, only 7% was spent on knowledge exchange. this share, while 
representing an amount of 135 billion dollars over the year, appears to be very significantly lower than 
what its real potential could be. the sector therefore needs a simple, effective and accessible solution for 
all to streamline the meeting of these two worlds and allow them to exchange more naturally and more 
efficiently.
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Moving toward a CirCular eConoMy in knowledge 
what’s at stake in the 21st century is the successful transition from our current economy toward a knowledge 
economy, the only economy which can create essential wealth for the sustainable growth of our modern 
societies. this long-awaiting knowledge market is based on three fundamental rules: 

•	 Positive sum exchange: within the knowledge economy, the knowledge exchange should be shared, 
meaning that after sharing it, the one who passes it down, still owns it. in a nutshell, “i give it you and i 
still have it”;

•	 1+1=3: bringing knowledge together creates some new. to better demonstrate this principle, we will 
use this “enlightening “illustration which represents the invention of the oil lamp thanks to the fire and 
the fuel materials knowledge; 

•	 Knowledge is endless: unlike other resources/products or material assets, it has been mathematically 
proven that knowledge is endless.

LightOilFire

sketch of the 
mechanism 
of cumulative 
creation 1+1=3

in order to successfully carry out this ambitious challenge, we are federating and making grow a strong 
and dynamic knowledge ecosystem. to reach that goal, 3 key points must be respected: 
•	 Separating knowledge exchanges and money. the knowledge sector is, in a way, looking down on 

money. researchers’ vocation, goals and motivations are based on knowledge creation and this 
concept rarely matches the financial aspects generated by the exchanges.

•	 Setting up a circular economy in knowledge. the goal is to enable the stakeholders to exchange 
knowledge on a free and unlimited basis, with no barriers but measuring and quantifying the exchanges 
in order to be fair for the most involved actors. 

•	 Establishing a worldwide, trustworthy and secure exchange environment. the ecosystem should be 
global and universal and should cover all the knowledge aspects.

Platform

Token 
Exchange

Circular knowledge-based economy

Smart
Contract

Innovation

Research

Token 
Exchange

World 
of knowledge

Innovation 
world
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help Convert reSearCh into innovation 
the ConneCty platform provides solution that lifts all the obstacles to innovation, by creating an ecosystem 
that brings together all the players around innovation and the knowledge economy. 

the proposed service is based on three pillars: 
1.  Universality: ConneCty becomes the missing link between all the players in the knowledge economy. 

the challenge is to build the applications of tomorrow by bringing together in one place creators and 
users of knowledge, the meeting being a guarantee of emulation. 

2.  Responding to a need: ConneCty is the answer to all the knowledge needs of those who innovate, 
from the simple request for an expert opinion to a laboratory study lasting over several months, and 
in all fields of knowledge: biology, Chemistry, ecology & environment, Man & Society, engineering & 
Systems, Mathematics, nuclear & particles, physics, information Sciences, earth & universe, etc.  

3.  Creating an ecosystem: ConneCty creates a unique ecosystem dedicated to the knowledge market. 
buyers will have at their disposal a unique marketplace to find a solution to their questions. the knowledge 
creators will have a platform which will offer them visibility and the ability to exchange and valorize their 
knowledge.

ultimately, it will lead to a circular economy based on knowledge transfer that will naturally and easily take 
place thus multiplying the opportunities and the creation of wealth.
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Cty, the knowledge token 
the ConneCty platform, a new knowledge ecosystem, can only be designed around a token dedicated to 
the exchange of the latter, the Cty token. this dedicated and global currency will be essential to exchange 
knowledge on the platform.
this new currency, issued and then put into circulation at once at the iCo, will then be freely accessible via 
the marketplaces dedicated to cryptocurrencies. 
ConneCty users can choose to acquire Cty tokens at a discounted rate during the iCo or the issue of 
the latter by acquiring them at the market price via the ConneCty platform. via the platform, they will 
also be able and if they wish to convert at any time their Cty tokens into fiat currency (euros, dollars). all 
exchanges will be made in a secure environment. 

Platform

Token 
Exchange

 Knower
“Provider”

Token CTY

Innovator
“Buyer”

Smart
Contract

 

using the Cty token to 
buy knowledge from the 
connects via the Connecty.
io platform 

bloCkChain for the knowledge eConoMy 
the implementation of an efficient and open knowledge economy requires a number of prerequisites: 
ease and speed of exchange, transaction security, trustworthy environment. blockChain, by its intrinsic 
properties, naturally brings all of these prerequisites for a relatively low cost thanks to a freely accessible, 
reliable and globally established infrastructure. it provides tools and a secure technical environment that 
can remove technical and administrative obstacles that currently exist. 
the 4 key elements that the blockChain brings to the ConneCty platform are: 

Security
Creation of a secure environment built around 
a marketplace where the players in the field of 
research and innovation can meet, exchange and 
discuss in broad daylight or under the protection of 
anonymity; 

Fluidification
fluidification of exchanges thanks to the possibility 
of microtransactions;

Decentralization
globalization and decentralization of the knowledge 
economy. wherever you are, if you have knowledge 
or knowledge that is of interest to someone, you 
can value and exchange;
 
Circular economy 
establishment of a circular economy centered 
on the knowledge economy and open innovation 
thanks to the introduction of a new currency 
dedicated solely to the exchange of knowledge 
and know-how. 
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how doeS it work 
the ConneCty platform is designed to be simple to use and intuitive, both for those seeking answers and 
those who provide them.

1. From the point of view of the innovator 
the knowledge buyer is the one who faces a challenge, for problems of all kinds (scientific, organizational, 
economic, etc.) and for which he must seek answers. for this, he formulates his question on ConneCty in 
a few sentences in his own language (with his words). the artificial intelligence of the platform «instantly» 
translates this demand into «scientific» and «business» language. a list of experts corresponding to the 
required areas of competence is offered. the buyer is free to solicit the expert or experts of his choice on 
the basis of their competence, reputation and cost. upon acceptance of the assignment, a Smart Contract 
is issued guaranteeing the mission framework for both parties. at the end of the mission, the buyer obtains 
the answer sought.

Problem Description Team Choice Contract Realization Success

I.A. Database

Smart
Contract

 

the research and 
acquisition of 
knowledge process 
via the Connecty.io 
platform 

2. From the point of view of the Knowledge creator  
 the creator and bearer of knowledge becomes a vector of the knowledge in the world of the 

knowledge economy. he uses the ConneCty platform to gain visibility and to offer his services 
and expertise. he has access to a ConneCty interface for managing missions. he can view its 
mission history, respond to requests and solicitations via secure messaging. once the mission 
is validated, a Smart Contract enters the terms of the contract in the blockChain. at the end of 
the study, he is paid in Cty token that can be converted in one click into fiat currency if he wishes. 

 

process involved in 
making available 
your know-how and 
knowledge via the 
Connecty.io platform 
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Q3
BETA-VERSION

ALPHA-VERSION

TEAM CREATION 

Q1-Q2

Q3-Q4
FR/EU - RELEASE v.2.0

World - RELEASE v.3.0

Q4
RELEASE v.1.0

Q4

20
18

Q1

Q2

20
19

20
20

PROJECT CREATION 

Users: 200
Areas of knowledge added: 
Engineering & systems, 
economics 
Private sell; Pre-ICO; ICO. 

Users: 5000
Areas of knowledge added: Information 
science 
Release information to industrial 
partners CTY Token Quotation 

Users: 20 000
Areas of knowledge added: 
Physics, Chemistry 

Users: 100 000
Areas of knowledge added: Life 
Science 

Users: 500 000
Areas of knowledge added: human 
sciences

Users: 1 000 000 

roadMap
the Connecty project took shape in 2017 around the idea of carrying a project supporting the knowledge 
economy. on the basis of the first positive feedback in the world of research and the world of business, a 
first team consisting of both technical and business competent people was created. in early 2018, the first 
technical bricks were laid to give birth to the Connecty.io platform. 
the next few months will be devoted to the development of the platform and the creation of Connecty’s 
first community of users bringing together knowledge creators and innovators.
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token Sale - a great opportunity to Make the differenCe 
to enable the quick development of the knowledge ecosystem that we are creating, we are launching a 
crowdfunding with the sale of token. the participants will receive tokens Cty, the knowledge currency, and 
will be free to decide whether they want to acquire knowledge through knowledge creators and renowned 
experts listed on the platform Connecty.io or convert them into euros.

Symbol of the Connecty token : Cty
Issued quantity: 10 000 000 000
Initial value : 1 Cty = 0,01 €
No additional token will be issued after the ICO

1. The token distribution 
you will find below the allocation planned for the issued tokens. one part will naturally be reserved for the 
iCo financing and for its stakeholders (project team, advisors, external contractors…)

out of the total issued tokens, a second part of 5% representing about 5M€ will finance the creation of an 
active and faithful community of users on the platform.
at the beginning, it will be composed of innovators (500 targeted: SMb, start-ups, incubators, accelerators, 
multinationals, etc.) and knowledge creators. for the latters, we striving, by the end of June 2018, after a 
hub of more than 5000 experts that will bring together : 

- legal entities: universities, laboratories, renowned schools, etc.
- natural persons: doctors, professors, researchers, independent experts.

besides, our knowledge creators community will be made up of 20,000 future experts, passionates from 
the best schools and universities: Master and phd students, etc.

the core of our knowledge ecosystem will be based on our sponsoring program which consists of tokens 
allocations. the first users will then act as ambassadors for their colleagues allowing the knowledge 
economy to quickly grow.

iCo sale

55%

team, founders, advisors, 
service, reserve for future 
employees

20%

Blue Horizon reserve15%

bounty

5%

early adopter-users

5%
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Sale calendar and price mechanism of the token:

For each phase, the unsold tokens will be put back on the next phase.

2. The progressive release of the allocated tokens.
 once the iCo over, only the tokens bought during the fundraising can be freely exchanged on the 

market. a second envelope, given out to the different actors and stakeholders will be progressively 
unblocked through the smartcontract.

 among the beneficiaries of the second envelope and as part of a beginning stage, selected companies 
(about a hundred) will be granted with a free allocation of tokens. they will able to use them as they 
want to acquire some knowledge on the platform. 

 finally, in case of a significant upward gap in the token exchange rate, a so called cash flow clause will 
enable to unblock in advance, and under control, a reserve of tokens meant to ensure the fluidity of the 
exchanges.

3. Use of the collected funds
 30% of the collected funds will be given out to the platform’s technical development; another 30% will
 be used for the commercial development, 20% for the research and development and 20% for the 

support. 

Corporate social responsibility  :
 - the women and the men who started this project are sharing strong values and chose to put them in 

the service of the Connecty project, ecosystem based on the circular economy. 
 - in this context, an ethics committee is being created and a CSr charter is under development to meet 

the determined requirements.
 - a significant share of the revenues generated by the platform will be allocated to concrete and 

precise actions, completely in line with the project.

Team and future employees

Bounty

Early adopter-users

 Blue Horizon reserve

ICO sale

12 to 36 months

3 months minimum

6 months minimum

36 months

Immediately available

Freezing durations of the allocated tokenCategories

EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE SALE OPENED PRIVATE SALE PRE-ICO ICO

before April 15th, 2018

1 00 000 000

0.556 cts €

1 000€ - 20 000€

Available quantity

Price 

Minimum and 
maximum investment

April 15th-May 14th, 2018

500 000 000

0.556 - 0.661 cts € 

2 000€ - 1000 000€

May 15th-June 14th, 2018

1 500 000 000

0.666 - 0.795 cts €

1 000€ - 500 000€

June 15th- July 14th, 2018

3 400 000 000

0.800 - 0.952 cts €

150€ - 1 000 000€
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leading teaM

Olivier ALIROL  
CEO 

Coryne NICQ  
CCO (Chief Commerciel Officer) 

CSO (Chief Sustainability Officer)

Julien BRODIER  
CTO

Florence PERRIER

CSO 
(Chief Strategy Officer)

Philippe CHOmETTON  
CCO

(Chief Commercial Officer)

Samuel TRONCON
CRDO 

(Chief Research and Development Officer)

Delphine COLOmBET  
CFO

the preSident 
Stéphane Chometton, our president, is a man of action and convictions, driven by the cryptocurrency 
sector and fund of its initial values, sociable, he is essential to the project.

the teaM 

the team counts with 51 persons working efficiently for its success.

DEVELOPPEMENT

GRAPHISTE
DESIGN

COMMERCIAL

SOCIAL MEDIA

MARKETING

ADMINISTRATIF 
et FINANCIER BOUNTY
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adviSorS

Idriss ABERKANE   
Expert Knowledge Economy
- phd in biology specializing in 
biomimetics.
- lecturer and expert of the 
knowledge economy. 

François DE CHEZELLES
middleware expert & 
blockchain 
- Ceo of tallium; 
- Mit graduate 
- engineer iSae-Supaero.

Franck ZAL
Scientific Advisor 
-  doctor in biology, CnrS bronze Medal in 2001;  
-  Co-founder of heMarina;  
-  expert of the scientific world and the problems  of dialogue between Sb / Startup 
and research laboratories. 

François-Xavier mARQUIS

Expert of the research world
- doctor of Science; 
- Master of Sciences.

Thibault VERBIEST
Legal specialist: Digital banking 
and Crypto-finance
- partner dS avocats  
- legal advisor of iCo’s.

Alissa PELATAN
RSE specialist 
– international lawyer 
– hastings College of the law 
graduate

mathieu LABEY  
Serial Startuper
- Computer engineer

Olivier NEROT
IA Expert 
- phd in cognitive sciences
- director of research and deve-
lopment, MeetSyS SaS 

Sébastien DESCHAUX    
Lean Start-up and Innovation
- director of innovation projects, 
dynergie


